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ROOTS BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MEETINGS
The Roots Board of Directors a regular schedule of meetings for 2005. Meetings will be held on the
second Thursday of odd-numbered months. Meetings are scheduled to begin at 6:00 PM. Here is the schedule for the rest of the year: September 8; November 10.
Members and volunteers are welcome to attend these meetings. Meeting sites can be determined by
contacting President Chris Baldo, (days) at 707-459-4549.

COVER PHOTO: Raymond “Chub” Ohleyer, owner of BOJOCK Lumber Company (right), Forester Ray Ellis (left) and mill dog, Otto, at the new mill at Alder Creek near Manchester.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
As I sit down to write the President’s message, pressure is still bleeding off on several pieces of
Root’s steam logging equipment after the successful 6th Annual Redwood Empire Industrial Modelers Meet
that was held in Willits June 10th-12th. The coals from another Yokum-Baechtel tri-tip BBQ are still glowing, almost matching the glow from a contented group of modelers that traveled from all over the west coast
for the event. Roots member and modeler Jerry Kitts organized the event, and the positive feedback is already spurring talk about how to produce a better Seventh Annual event next year. I enjoyed talking with
many of the attendees, especially the large contingent from the Pacific Northwest that I knew only from
reading their scholarly articles in Logging History journals. I have felt that the logging modelers have been
the leading edge of logging history preservation for many years, partly because those of us working with
12” to the foot scale are facing the fiscal and logistical realities of preservation and restoration. I welcome
their involvement in Roots activities, and hope that our association can remain strong.
One of the highlights of the Modelers Meet was having the Arcata and Mad River #104 pull the
Roots collection of geared locomotives out of the Roots Work Building on Saturday afternoon. First the
Bluestone Mining and Smelting Heisler #1 appeared, followed by the Holmes Eureka Climax #4 and the
Robert Dollar Shay #2978. It is hard to believe that in my last President’s Message I casually remarked that,
after the arrival of the Bluestone Heisler, it would be nice to someday have a Shay in the collection. It
seems only yesterday that Roots made its urgent request in the last Newsletter for donations to acquire and
transport the Robert Dollar Shay from the Bay Area Electric Railway Association (BAERA) in Rio Vista,
California. The Shay arrived in late April and Roots volunteers worked hard in the short period before the
Modelers Meet for her first appearance as a Roots locomotive. As President of Roots of Motive Power, I
would like to thank BAERA for making Shay #2978 available to Roots, and for providing the valuable assistance of its membership for prep work and loading.
The City of Willits has awarded the contract for development of the athletic fields and recreation
facilities that will be within the route of the Roots loop track. The completion of the athletic fields should
benefit Roots by allowing us to piggyback on utility and infrastructure improvements, and will help establish the finish grade elevations for the loop track. Through purchase and donations, Roots has acquired adequate rail and ties for another 600 feet of the loop track. Roadmaster Jim Bruggere plans to begin construction of the next section of railroad grade to the northeast of the engine house as soon as the ground dries
out. It appears that some of the construction projects in Willits will provide adequate clean fill to complete
the grade construction.
The arrival of two new geared locomotives in the collection only serves to emphasize the need to
keep our volunteer base growing. Roots enjoys a reputation for its emphasis on operating machines, rather
than static displays. To maintain this reputation, we need to easily double the work force available for the
many projects in the collection. Please join us on the first and third Sundays of the month for our regularly
scheduled workdays.
Chris Baldo, President

A rare sight, switching the Robert
Dollar Shay with the electric trolley
engine at Rio Vista.

Chris Baldo photo
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NEW ACQUISITIONS
ROBERT DOLLAR SHAY #2978
Every logging railroad museum understands the importance of acquiring an example of each of the
three major geared logging locomotives. Roots of Motive Power was fortunate in April, 2005, to purchase a
two-truck Shay, the Robert Dollar Shay #2978, from the Bay Area Electric Railroad Museum in Rio Vista,
California. The Shay joins the other two geared engines in the Roots collection, Bluestone Mining and
Smelting Heisler #1, and the Holmes-Eureka Climax #4. The locomotive was moved from Rio Vista to
Willits on a Shuster Transportation lowbed trailer on April 30th.
Roots would like to thank Executive Director Phil Kohlmetz, Dave Johnson, and the rest of the volunteer staff at BAERA for their help in expediting the necessary paperwork, providing help for locating
parts and loading the locomotive, and the encouragement as we begin a major restoration project. The BAERA museum in Rio Vista is certainly worth a visit.
A brief data report and historical summary of previous owners follows.

Robert Dollar Shay #2978 at Glendale, Oregon, July 7, 1949.

Richard Biermann photo: Douglas Richter collection
ROBERT DOLLAR SHAY #2978
BUILDER - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LIMA LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
DATE OF MANUFACTURE - - - - - - - - - - MAY, 1918
CLASS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50 TON, TWO TRUCK
TRACTIVE EFFORT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22,580 LBS.
CYLINDERS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3, 11” BORE, 12” STROKE
DRIVING WHEELS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 32” DIAMETER
OPERATING PRESSURE - - - - - - - - - - - - 180 PSI
GAUGE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STANDARD, 56 1/2”
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PREVIOUS OWNERS
NORTH BEND MILL AND LUMBER COMPANY #2978
STOUT LUMBER COMPANY #2978
McKENNA LUMBER COMPANY #2978
CONLAUGH AND McKENNA LUMBER COMPANY #2978
OREGON WHITE CEDAR COMPANY #2978
INGRAM LUMBER COMPANY
THE ROBERT DOLLAR COMPANY
NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM ASSOCIATION #2978
BAY AREA ELECTRIC RAILROAD ASSOCIATION #2978
ROOTS OF MOTIVE POWER, INC.

North Bend, Oregon
North Bend, Oregon
North Bend, Oregon
North Bend, Oregon
Charleston, Oregon
Glendale, Oregon
Glendale, Oregon
San Francisco, California
Rio Vista, California
Willits, California April, 2005

The Robert Dollar
Shay #2978 at the
Bay Area Electric
Railroad Association
Museum in Rio
Vista, California prior to moving to Willits.

Chris Baldo photo

The Robert Dollar Shay
#2978 is loaded on a Shuster
Transportation lowbed trailer
in preparation for the trip to
Willits and its new home.

Chris Baldo photo
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Jim Bruggere,
(center) Roots
Roadmaster,
directs the
unloading of
the Robert
Dollar Shay
#2978 onto
the track at
the Roots facility in Willits, California

Chris Baldo
photo

The Robert Dollar Shay #2978 at Rio Vista, with the BAERA crew (L), and Roots volunteers (R) prior
to departure to Willits

Bob Foley photo
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THE POST-WAR LUMBER BOOM IN
MENDOCINO COUNTY’S DAIRY LAND
By Chris Baldo and Theron Brown
As one drives along the south coast of Mendocino County on State Highway 1, the unspoiled bucolic scene of the
aging dairy ranches that line the coastal beach from the mouth of the Navarro River to Point Arena attracts a steady
stream of fashionable European cars bearing visitors to restored farmhouses. Only when the coast highway bridges one of
the coastal draws, such as Irish Creek, Alder Creek or Mal Paso Creek, can one get a glimpse to the east of the vast timberland resource just inland of the coastal ridge that fueled a timber boom in the post-WW II era. Difficult to access from
earlier generations of logging operations at Greenwood and Point Arena, the hills to the east of Manchester remained an
island of wealth awaiting the development of the crawler tractor, log and lumber trucks, the post-war lumber market, and
the arrival of an incredibly talented and driven group of individuals. For twenty years, this section of sleepy Mendocino
coast was alive with log trucks laden with larger-than-life logs, lumber trucks with only high grade products, sawmill teepee burners issuing plumes of smoke and cinders, and the many happy young families that such prosperity brings. This is the
story of the post-war lumber industry on Mendocino County’s dairy land.
There are times when divine intervention seems the only logical explanation for the fate of success,
when the times, events and destinies of a disparate group of individuals line up to create history. Huddled in
their tent at soggy Camp Grant on the Eel River in southern Humboldt County, six Hammond Lumber
Company employees, out of work due to the Redwood Lumber Strike in 1946, rubbed Ben-Gay on their
muscles, aching from the rigors of trying to feed their families by making split redwood products. Having
started making split products from driftwood logs on the beach next to the idled sawmill on the Samoa peninsula, the group had progressed to what they called Camp Ben-Gay, their primitive accommodations that
reeked of the mixture of liniment and sweat. The post-war era was one of hope and opportunity springing
eternal, and it was with this optimism that the group ventured to the Manchester area of Mendocino County
for a long weekend of harvesting abalone from the fertile coastal waters, and to verify rumors that a wealth
of material for split products might be available from a parcel of land on Mountain View Road, called the
Roberts Tract, owned by a Gus Hoffman. Reaching an agreement with Hoffman, the group began producing split products on the Roberts Tract, just south of the Titus Ranch. They named their company the BOJOCK Lumber Company, the unusual name formed by using the first letter of the last name of the six partners, Everett Bean, Jack O’Conner, Walter Jacobson, Raymond “Chub” Ohleyer, Leroy Case and Charles
Kovacovich. As in the process with split products, the best “splitters” were selected and made into grape
stakes, 2” x 2” x 6’ & 7’. After the best trees were harvested for split products, the group built a shingle mill
at the Roberts Tract site saw both grape stakes and Hollywood shakes from the logs that were not
“splitters”. The mammoth redwood logs available posed a difficult challenge for the times. Augers and
black powder, cable winches on tractors, and electric chainsaws were all used to reduce the logs to manageable size.
The BOJOCK shingle mill was not the first mill in the area in the post-war era attempting to tap the
vast timber resource, and the events and personnel from other area mills would play prominent roles as the
BOJOCK Lumber Company story unfolded. A few miles to the north-east in the headwaters of Brush Creek
on the Piper Ranch, the Diamantine Brothers Mill was already busy cutting redwood timber on its double
60” circle-saw headrig. A few miles to the south on Eureka Hill Road, east of Point Arena, Arnold Zettler
was breaking in a new head sawyer at his sawmill, Wisconsin born Joe Spacek.
The three Diamantine brothers, Gilbert, Frank and James, operated a trucking company in Hayward,
California, that began hauling agricultural products in 1933 in California’s central valley, and spent most of
the war years hauling dirt and rock for a variety of military projects in the San Francisco Bay Area. After
the war, the Diamantine Brothers found themselves hauling a variety of products, including redwood lumber from Eureka and the north coast. In 1945, the Diamantine brothers decided to build their own sawmill
to manufacture redwood lumber in Mendocino County, east of Manchester. The site selected was on the
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Piper Ranch, in the headwaters of Brush Creek, an area that contained some of the finest stands of virgin
redwood and Douglas Fir available anywhere. Jean Piper remembers when Gil Diamantine arrived at the
Piper Ranch for the first time in his two-door Cadillac, creating quite a stir in the remote ranch country.
Gil Diamantine had known Ernie Titus, a local resident, for many years, which served as his introduction
to an area that was, up to then, remote and undiscovered. Gil Diamantine spearheaded the sawmill operation, while brothers Frank and James continued to operate the trucking business and a growing lumber remanufacturing and distribution system in Hayward. The mill was located off Mountain View Road at the
end of two miles of steep dirt road. Once on Mountain View Road, Boonville and Highway 128 was 17
miles northeast on a challenging dirt and gravel road, that even today in its paved condition is a motorist’s
nightmare. The Diamantines utilized two portable sawmills on site to cut the timbers and lumber, with
which the sawmill was actually constructed.
The Diamantine mill started sawing in
1946. They utilized a mill crew that lived in the
Point Arena area, supplemented with some
workers from Caspar Lumber Company and
Union Lumber Company that were shut down
by the Redwood strike. The mill had a cookhouse and bunkhouse that were built from
rough-sawn redwood. The crew came on Monday, often after considerable effort rounding
them up after a weekend of partying in town.
The crew would stay in the bunkhouse all
week.
The two miles of dirt road became covered with six inches of dust in the summer
months and the two-mile climb to Mountain
View Road took 30-45 minutes. The lumber
trucks could generally make the round trip
from Hayward to the mill and return in 15
hours, provided the truck was equipped with
one of the new NH 200 HP Cummins diesel
engines. In the winter months, the dirt road
soon became a mire of mud, with the gravel
Mountain View Road nearly as bad, and the
mill would have to shut down for several
months each year until the conditions improved. The mill and logging crews would often be transported to the mill during these conditions on a sled, pulled by a Caterpillar D-8
tractor. The inability to maintain lumber production on a year-around basis due to the inaccessibility of the remote location was a major
factor in the Diamantines closing the mill in
1953.

A small sign on Mountain View Road points
down a two mile goat trail of a truck road to the
Diamantine mill on the Piper Ranch.

Jim Diamantine photo
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Portable sawmill sawing lumber and timbers for the construction of the Diamantine Brothers mill on Brush
Creek.
Jim Diamantine photo

Caterpillar D4400 power plant supplies the power for the portable sawmill at Brush Creek.

Jim Diamantine photo
The mill did not have planning or lumber drying facilities, nor much room for lumber storage.
Lumber was surfaced at one of several custom remanufacturing plants in Healdsburg, Cloverdale and
Gualala. The Diamantines installed a sorting chain in their truck yard in Hayward, where they also placed
lumber on stickers for air drying. After the Diamantines went out of the trucking business in 1954, Frank
Diamantine maintained a wholesale lumber yard in Hayward, which he
(continued page 14)
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Portable sawmill at Brush Creek with the ubiquitous Diamantine truck crane.

Jim Diamantine photo

The crew at the Diamantine Brothers sawmill
Front Row L-R: Hugh Sullivan, green chain; unknown; Clarence Giacomini, off bearer; Unknown, bucksaw
operator; Bill Crispin, green chain; Lester Giacomini, log pond and bucksaw; Danny Pellegrini, grader’s helper; Phil Monte, head mechanic and millwright; Joe Francis, right hand man, foreman and mechanic.
Back Row L-R: Buckskin, edger man; Bud Hedden, tail edgerman; unknown, green chain; unknown, green
chain; unknown, green chain; Joe, clean up and oiler; Ralph Bean, trimsaw operator; Wes Crispin, log pond;
Otto Rutter, grader; Shorty Ecklund, sawyer; unknown, carriage setter; unknown, bookkeeper; Stanley Titus,
trimsaw operator; Jimmy (Joe Francis’ nephew), edger.
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Sub-frame for the mill floor of the Diamantine mill at Brush Creek nears completion.

Jim Diamantine photo

With walls and a roof, the Diamantine mill building is ready to receive the sawmill equipment.

Jim Diamantine photo
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Construction of the all-important cookhouse is underway on the upper bench behind the sawmill building at the
Diamantine mill.
Jim Diamantine photo

The Diamantine mill with headrig and carriage installed. When this mill was completed, it produced an average
of 40,000 board feet of timber per day.
Jim Diamantine photo
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Construction continues on the cabins for worker housing at the Diamantine sawmill on Brush Creek. The cookhouse is the larger building, left-center, with the sawmill off to the left.
Jim Diamantine photo

The Diamantine Brothers sawmill in production. A Caterpillar D-8 with a Le Tourneau blade is on the left. Lumber is pulled on the green chain onto “jacks” so lumber trucks can back under the units for loading.

Jim Diamantine photo
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operated until 1985.
The Diamantine mill utilized twin-GM diesels for the double 60” circle sawmill headrig, and a single GM diesel on the edger, with a generator to provide power for smaller electric motors utilized in the
mill. A log pond in Brush Creek was used to feed the logs into the sawmill. Diamantine did their own logging with four Caterpillar D-8 tractors and an A-frame sled-mounted loader, and used two chain drive offhighway log trucks after they could not skid logs directly to the sawmill. Lumber was pulled on the green
chain of the mill on jack stands. Lumber trucks would back directly under the units to load (knocking over
the jack stands in the process), transfer the load to their trailer, back under another unit of lumber and be
ready to depart. It was only in later years that the Diamantine mill had a forklift at the site to load lumber.

Grand opening party at the Diamantine Brothers sawmill on Brush Creek in April, 1946. Sawmill office is on
the lower right, refuse conveyor rises to the upper right toward the yet to be constructed teepee burner.

Ralph Bean photo
Timber for the Diamantine mill was supplied exclusively from the Piper Ranch, but Diamantine
later purchased logs from a variety of local sources, including the Cox Ranch, on the south side of Mountain view Road. In the later years, the Diamantine mill site included two other sawmills. One of the mills
was owned by Cap Wold, and the other by Otto Lichti. Gil Diamantine sold the smaller logs from the Cox
Ranch to the sawmills, and later purchased the lumber to supplement his own lumber production.
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Aerial photo of the Diamantine sawmill operation. Log pond is on the right. On the lower left are two small log
sawmills that operated in conjunction with the Diamantine mill. One of the smaller mills was operated by Cap
Wold, and the other one was operated by Otto Lichti.
Jim Diamantine photo

An individual that would influence the logging industry in Mendocino County for decades, Lester
Giacomini, began his woods career working on the log pond at the Diamantine mill after getting out of
the service in 1946. Like many other young men in Point Arena, Lester had grown up with a farmer’s
work ethic, and after the war was quite happy with the prospect of not milking cows for the rest of his
career. Les reported that in the first few weeks, he got to know the bottom of the pond as well as he knew
the surface. In 1947, Lester purchased a used D-6 tractor, and began his illustrious career skidding logs
for Gil Diamantine on Brush Creek. Lester purchased a secondhand slide bar Caterpillar D-8 from Eddie
Luzzi in 1952 and never looked back, becoming one of Mendocino County’s premier loggers for several
decades.
Also finding his way to the Diamantine mill was Ralph Bean, son of Everett Bean, one of the six
BOJOCK partners. Ralph realized that the chances for actually getting paid for his labor was improved at
the Diamantine operation and operated the trimsaw at the Diamantine mill.
The BOJOCK partners realized that the sawmill business offered more promise than split products, and began construction of a sawmill on Allan Creek, a few miles west of the shingle mill site on
Mountain View Road. The mill operated from 1947 to 1951. The mill used army surplus twin Chrysler
gas engines to power the double circle saw headrig (60” - 48”) and the edger, and a four cylinder Jeep
gas engine to power the conveyor chains. They encountered some difficulty keeping the engines running
15

(continued page 18)

A Caterpillar D-8 tractor is dwarfed by the massive redwood timber at Brush Creek at the Diamantine logging
operation.
Jim Diamantine photo

Above - Log pond at the Diamantine sawmill on Brush Creek

Ralph Bean photo
Left– Lester Giacomini, one of Mendocino County’s logging legends, began his career in the woods on the Diamantine log pond,
and logged for BOJOCK until the company shut down in 1966.

Jack Sweeley photo
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Diamantine Brothers home-built skid mounted loading machine, loading logs on a Diamantine Peterbilt logging truck. The massive loader required three D-8 tractors to move it to the next log landing.

Jim Diamantine photo

BOJOCK Lumber Company’s sawmill on Allan Creek, on Mountain View Road.
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Gary Ohleyer photo

cool enough, so they built a water cooler, similar to those used in a dairy for cooling milk. The mill used a
simple radial arm trim saw, producing as much as 18 M board feet of lumber in one long day. The length
of the shift ranged from 8 hours to 15 hours, depending on how things went on a particular day. Rough
lumber was trucked by Darwin Christianson to markets in the Bay Area. Logging services for the Allan
Creek mill were provided by Sam “Spud” Iverson, who skidded logs directly to the sawmill from

BOJOCK’s first log truck, an Army surplus Brockway, with driver Ralph Bean and a nice load of logs headed
for the Allan Creek mill.
Ralph Bean photo

Jack O’Conner, one of the six original partners in BOJOCK Lumber Company at the Allan Creek sawmill.
Gary Ohleyer photo
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distances up to 3/4 mile. When logging
distances increased, BOJOCK bought
their first logging truck, an Army surplus Brockway, powered by a 165 HP
Hercules gas engine. It was a threeaxle truck, but being typical military
surplus, it was not only underpowered
but had very small rear brakes that resulted in several frightening experiences. The truck was set up as a shortlogger, however it was not unusual for
them to be hauling 24 foot and longer
logs. Due to the size of the logs and the
means available to handle them, where
ever the log landed on the truck was
where it stayed, resulting in many harrowing rides with unbalanced loads to
the sawmill. The mill used a rigged

pole to unload trucks and to move the logs into the mill. The line from the pole was also used to turn logs
on the carriage. The mill had no other machinery for handling lumber, and required brute strength to accomplish many of the lumber manufacturing tasks. The mill featured bacon rind bearings for the lumber
rollers, the standard for small “Armstrong” sawmills of the era.
During this time, the nation’s economy was emerging from the post-war slump, and the Redwood
Strike came to an end when the lumber companies had to scramble to meet the surging demand for building
products. The six BOJOCK partners, while fast friends, found themselves influenced by a variety of pressures and interests, and the reality that sawmilling and manufacturing split products was backbreaking
work. Hammond Lumber Company was desperate for skilled sawmill workers, and offered Walt Jacobson a
bonus to return to Hammond, which Walt accepted. Everett Bean was offered the opportunity to purchase a
business in Samoa, near the Hammond mill, which he had been pursuing prior to the BOJOCK endeavor.

BOJOCK Lumber Company’s first sawmill at Alder Creek looking west, about 1952.

Gary Ohleyer photo

Many of the redwood logs delivered to the BOJOCK sawmill were hand peeled in the woods, as is the case here in
Mal Paso Creek, loading redwood with bell hooks.
Les Giacomini photo
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Leroy Case wanted to move back to his native Oklahoma and Charles Kovacovich back to Humboldt
County near Blue Lake. Jack O’Conner sold out his interest in the company, but was hired on by the company as a night watchman until about 1960. Chub Ohleyer had eventually purchased the interests of all the
BOJOCK partners by 1951, but their relationship as friends continued for decades and Chub maintained
the BOJOCK name for the business throughout its existence. Chub was an incredibly skilled baseball
player as well as an all-around athlete, and the ball games with some of his BOJOCK compatriots, especially Charles Kovacovich, were an important part of his life. The BOJOCK partners were also avid
sportsmen, and their annual deer hunting expeditions to Modoc County were legendary, long after their
financial interest in the lumber company ended. Later in his life, Chub took up the sport of competition
trap shooting, at which he excelled, traveling throughout the country.
With the departure of the BOJOCK partners came the arrival of some key personnel that would
play a vital role in the future of the business. Joe Spacek had left his head sawyer position at the Zettler
mill to fall timber for the Diamantine operation at Brush Creek for two years. Joe, and his two brothers
George and Frank, then went to work for the BOJOCK Lumber Company, with Joe being the head sawyer
for six years.

BOJOCK Lumber Company’s first sawmill, “the wooden mill”, at Alder Creek looking southeast. Refuse conveyor dropped sawdust and slabs into an on-going burn pile at the coastal bluff.
Gary Ohleyer photo

The sawmill business in Allan Creek was successful though not particularly lucrative, and Chub realized that the backbreaking mill flow needed improvement. In 1951, Ohleyer began construction of a new
BOJOCK sawmill at Alder Creek, north of Manchester on Highway 1. The mill was constructed of wood,
utilizing a double circle saw headrig powered by twin Grey Marine diesels. Logs were generally debarked
by hand in the woods, prior to delivery to the mill. The mill did not utilize a mill pond, and log trucks were
unloaded with a Gerlinger forklift. Waste products from the mill were moved by the main clean-out conveyor over the coastal bluff, where they were consumed by a continual fire. This system worked well
enough with the prevailing north winds, but occasionally a west wind would push the acrid smoke into the
sawmill to the extent that the mill would have to shut down until better conditions returned.
(continued page 22)
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Raymond “Chub” Ohleyer at the first BOJOCK mill at Alder Creek.

Gary Ohleyer photo

Sawmill crew
at the first
BOJOCK
sawmill at
Alder Creek.

Gary Ohleyer
photo
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Timber for the sawmill operation was located in three main drainages: the lower reaches of Brush
Creek (the old Miller tract), Alder Creek (the Marion Joseph Kerr Foundation tract) and in Mal Paso
Creek (the Merrill and Lynch tract), although timber purchases were made over a wide area including
Jackson State Forest in later years. Jackson State logs were decked in Mendocino during summer months,
and hauled to Manchester by Bud Eastman Trucking in the winter months. As the BOJOCK sawmill operation expanded, so did its logging crew. Initially the main logger for BOJOCK was Les Pippin. When the
demand for logs increased, logging crews from Al Miller, William Reifers, Robert Erickson and Lester
Giacomini were utilized. Pippin and Giacomini would later become the two primary logging contractors
for BOJOCK.

A huge redwood log barely squeaks under the roof rafters at the first BOJOCK mill at Alder Creek.

Gary Ohleyer photo
In 1951 Ralph Bean, the son of BOJOCK partner Everett Bean, returned from Humboldt County
and began falling timber for L.D. Pippin in Brush Creek. He purchased a 1951 LT Mack logging truck in
1953, hauling logs for Pippin to the BOJOCK mill, and started a logging and trucking business that is still
a fixture on the south coast at Manchester.
As is the fate of nearly every wooden sawmill, the BOJOCK mill at Alder Creek burned to the
ground in a disastrous fire in 1954. Wanting to rebuild, but needing continued cash flow, Chub Ohleyer
purchased the recently closed Diamantine Mill on Brush Creek. With logging operations already in Brush
Creek, he was able to simply reverse log flow direction, and haul the logs upstream. He used part of his
crew to begin construction of a new sawmill, and sent the Spacek brothers up to the Diamantine mill to coordinate its operation. Joe Spacek was the sawyer. George was the edgerman, and Frank tended to the lumber shipments. Ohleyer completed the construction of a new all-steel sawmill which began production in
1955. Chub and the BOJOCK Lumber Company was aided greatly by the return of his son, Gary, who
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returned after serving in the Korean War. Gary assumed many of Chub’s duties at the mill, running the
office, accounting for log deliveries and lumber shipments, etc. (continued page 26)
One of
Lester
Giacomini’s
early logging
shows in
Mal Paso
Creek.

Les Giacomini photo

Ralph Bean’s LT Mack loading under a pole at Mal Paso Creek with straps and end hooks. Ralph Bean is
standing on the truck frame, Lester Giacomini standing by the trailer, and Pete Peterson waiting at the log
deck for the rigging to return. Note that the reach is sticking out the back of the trailer, so the truck can haul
short logs. Using two D-8s and one D-7, Les Giacomini logged 12 million feet to this one landing over a two
year period.
Ralph Bean photo
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A BOJOCK forklift unloads Ralph Bean’s log truck at the mill at Alder Creek.

Gary Ohleyer photo

The double-circle saw headrig at BOJOCK’S first sawmill at Alder Creek lies in ruins after the disastrous fire in
1954.
Gary Ohleyer photo
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Joe Spacek is the sawyer at the old Diamantine mill at Brush Creek, which BOJOCK acquired after the 1954 fire
to maintain cash flow.
Joe Spacek photo

Joe Spacek
(right) with a
magnificent
redwood log
and an unidentified
truck driver
with his son,
at the old Diamantine mill
at Brush
Creek.

Joe Spacek
photo
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When the new BOJOCK mill came on line, Ohleyer decided to sell the now surplus Diamantine
mill to the Spacek brothers. The Spaceks were interested in cutting the Douglas fir that developed from
the BOJOCK logging operations, which allowed Ohleyer’s mill to concentrate on redwood. The agreement provided the Spacek mill with all the Douglas fir from the BOJOCK operations, with the provision
to fill in with redwood when no fir was available. The Spacek mill cut about 25% redwood. In addition to
the BOJOCK timber, the Spacek mill purchased large Douglas Fir logs on the open market from a variety
of customers, including Gualala Redwoods and Hollowtree Lumber Company’s Mill D stud mill on the
Garcia River. The Spaceks operated the Diamantine mill for one season at Brush Creek, before moving
the mill to a new location on Highway 1, just north of Mal Paso Creek. For the first year, the company

The Spacek Brothers sawmill at Mal Paso Creek. The Spaceks moved the Diamantine mill from Brush Creek
to this site.
Joe Spacek photo

operated under the Spacek Brothers Lumber Company title, then changed to Spacek Lumber Company,
Inc. The headrig at Mal Paso remained the double-60” circle saws, but the Spaceks installed a new 24”
trimmer, a 6 x 60” edger, a line-bar band resaw, and a Newman planer. The sawmill cut 70 thousand
board feet per day with a crew of 24 men. The Spaceks utilized Walter Wilson to provide trucking services to deliver the lumber to California markets. Ownership in the mill was divided between brothers Joe
and Frank.
The new BOJOCK concrete and steel sawmill was a vastly improved operation from the earlier
sawmill.
(continued page 29)
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Spacek Lumber Company sawmill, looking east over the millpond, and up Mal Paso Creek.

Joe Spacek photo

BOJOCK Lumber Company’s new all-steel sawmill at Alder Creek, north of Manchester. A favorable north wind
blows the smoke from the refuse pile away from the sawmill, not an everyday occurrence. Gary Ohleyer photo
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A grinning Ralph Bean is sandwiched between Jack O’Conner (L) and Red Graves, scaler. Ralph’s half Peterbilt,
half Mack truck is on the left, an L.D. Pippin log truck is in the right background.
Gary Ohleyer photo

Bandmill
headrig at the
new BOJOCK
sawmill at
Alder Creek;
Dick Rogers,
Sawyer (R),
John Remstead, offbearer (L)

Gary Ohleyer
photo
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The all-electric mill utilized an 8’ Klamath Machine bandmill headrig paired with a 72” Klamath carriage
equipped with Trout air-operated set works, an 8” x 60” 5-saw Klamath edger, a Klamath 5’ band resaw,
and Armstrong automatic saw sharpening equipment. The sawmill initially used the same waste disposal
system as the old sawmill, burning all waste material in the gulch to the west of the sawmill. With the development of a redwood chip market at Masonite’s plant in Ukiah, a 53” Sumner chipper was installed,
which reduced the waste burned by a considerable amount. Ohleyer also later installed a Schurman rosserhead debarker. The new mill created quite an interest, and Cloverdale sawmill operators Hulbert and Muffley made several efforts to purchase the operation in the later 1950s, but never succeeded.

Erwin “Red” Woodward, crane operator, decks logs at the BOJOCK sawmill with the crane.

Gary Ohleyer photo
The BOJOCK mill never installed a planer, instead utilizing the S & S Planing Mill which was built
on the site closer to Highway 1 by Don Stewart and Bob Swegle. When the remanufacturing facility burned
down, BOJOCK utilized the Spacek planning facilities until Stewart and Swegle could rebuild. The new
remanufacturing facility featured a steel and concrete building, a Yates-American A-29 planer and a YatesAmerican 54” vertical band resaw.
Logs at the BOJOCK mill were stored in a cold deck, since the facility never had a log pond. Log
trucks were unloaded with Gerlinger or Hyster forklifts, equipped with log kickers on the mast. The logs
were placed in the decks with a Bucyrus-Erie crane, which Ohleyer purchased second-hand.
Integral to both the BOJOCK and Spacek sawmill operations was the lumber sales and distribution
business of Fred C. Holmes of Fort Bragg. Fred Holmes’ stature in the timber industry helped assure the
purchase of several tracts of timber for the sawmill operations on the south coast. Fred Holmes came from a
pioneer redwood family, whose grandfather, Joseph Holmes, founded Holmes
(continued page 32)
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Chub Ohleyer, with his unmistakable hard hat, plays bartender at a BOJOCK Christmas party.

Gary Ohleyer photo

The all-steel BOJOCK mill at Alder Creek, with chipper & chip bin installed.
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Gary Ohleyer photo

Ohleyer made several improvements to the new sawmill at Alder Creek over the years. This photo shows the
chip bin (right), which, along with the chipper, allowed shipment of chips to the Masonite plant in Ukiah. In
the center is a Shurman rosser-head debarker, which replaced hand debarking in the woods. On the left is a teepee burner which replaced the burn pile over the coastal bluff.
Gary Ohleyer pho-

BOJOCK’s Gerlinger forklift,
equipped with log kickers, unloads a log truck at the BOJOCK mill at Alder Creek.

Gary Ohleyer photo
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Eureka Lumber Company in Eureka, California. The Fred C. Holmes Lumber Company was the exclusive
sales representative for both sawmills, shipping some products directly to the customer , and moving some
through their concentration yard in Fort Bragg. Holmes’ wide range of business contacts, ability to ship by
rail from his private spur on the California Western Railroad, and his air-drying program for redwood upper grades made the relationship with the sawmills mutually beneficial, and allowed both BOJOCK and
Spacek to concentrate on their sawmill operations. All of the BOJOCK lumber was shipped directly to the

Joe Spacek (left) and Fred Holmes admire a huge stack of fir cants at the Spacek sawmill at Mal Paso Creek.

Joe Spacek photo
customer or to the Fred Holmes yard on trucks owned by Sam “Spud” Iverson. Fred was known as a businessman and a gentleman in the lumber trade, but he could also demonstrate a tougher side. On one occasion, one of Sam Iverson’s trucks with a load of high-grade redwood rolled over in a gulch where Highway
1 passed through the Beacon Ranch. Bobby Beacon, one of the south coast’s more colorful characters, arrived with his rifle and announced to the truck driver that the truck was now on his property, and he was
taking possession of the lumber. When the news arrived in Fort Bragg, Fred Holmes and his crew loaded up
all the guns they could gather and descended on the Beacon Ranch. Fred quickly reclaimed the lumber, stating matter-of-factly that he had more guns than Beacon did. After the close of the BOJOCK operations,
Gary Ohleyer went to work for Fred Holmes Lumber Company, utilizing his valuable lumber knowledge on
Fred Holmes sales staff.
In 1966, the timber originally contracted by BOJOCK in Brush Creek and Mal Paso Creek was exhausted, and Ohleyer faced significant competition for other available timber from Tremble and Sander’s
mill to the north on Beacon Ranch, and the Hollowtree mill to the south on the Garcia River.
(continued on page 36)
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All of the lumber produced by the BOJOCK and Spacek sawmills was sold through Fred Holmes Lumber Company in Fort Bragg.

Pausing at the top of Donner Summit, (L/R) Sam
“Spud” Iverson, Gary
Ohleyer, Fred Holmes.

Norma Combes photo
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Spud Iverson’s fleet of GMC trucks that hauled the BOJOCK lumber to the customer and to the Fred Holmes
yard in Fort Bragg. On the right is the oldest GMC, affectionately called “the goat”. The three newer GMCs
were purchased from Ruel Eubank, the GMC dealer in Fort Bragg.
Norma Combes photo

Iverson truck drivers for the GMCs: (L/R), Cecil Crawford, John Birkedal, Bill Atkins and H.G. “Smitty”
Schmidt.
Norma Combes photo
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The White Freightliners that replaced Iverson’s GMCs. The BOJOCK lumber trucks were owned by Sam
Iverson. They were operated under the name of BOJOCK Transportation, which was a corporation owned by
Iverson and Ohleyer. Sam Iverson was a Point Arena logger, and was one of the first loggers to log for BOJOCK Lumber Company.
Norma Combes photo

One of Iverson’s BOJOCK Transportation trucks loads at the BOJOCK sawmill in Manchester.

Gary Ohleyer photo
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Ralph Bean loads Byron Opperman’s short logger on the north side of Alder Creek with one of the last loads prior to shutdown of the BOJOCK mill. The loading machine is owned by Lester Giacomini, and was one of the first
articulated Caterpillar 966 loaders to be used on the coast. Note that the truck bunks are cheese block style,
while the trailer bunks have stakes.
Ralph Bean photo

Advances in transportation technology made inland mills in Cloverdale and Ukiah more competitive. In
addition, times were a changing’, and the BOJOCK mill faced tremendous financial requirements for reinvestment to manufacture the smaller logs that were available and to comply with the new environmental
regulations for lumber manufacture. Ohleyer made the decision to shut down operations while he was still
ahead, which had the immediate effect of closing both the Spacek sawmill and the S & S planing facility.
All three operations were auctioned off in two consecutive days on April 18-19, 1967 by Milton J. Wershow Co. at a well attended auction.
Both Joe Spacek and Chub Ohleyer were relatively young when the sawmill operations were auctioned off, and the two decided that the timber resource in Alaska offered promise for a new sawmill operation. After moving to Alaska, the two found that the Japanese were fierce competitors for Alaskan timber
and would not be outbid on National Forest timber sales. The two returned home with most of their assets,
and both retired from active business interests.
The cows in the pasture at Mal Paso soon became comfortable with their new pond and the Spacek
mill building was transformed into a barn for their benefit. Life in Manchester returned to its former agrarian pace. With the exception of the occasional Giacomini or Bean log truck steaming up the coast headed
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Roger Ash (with microphone), of the Milton Wershow Company, leads the auction of the Spacek Lumber
Company Sawmill at Mal Paso Creek in 1967. The Wershow, Ash, Lewis Company was the premier auction
company for sawmill equipment on the west coast for over 40 years.
Joe Spacek photo

for a distant sawmill, the timber industry in Mendocino County’s dairy land became a fading memory. One
can stand in the low grass of the concrete pad at the BOJOCK mill site at Alder Creek; the Pacific Ocean
pounds on the rocks below the majestic coastal landscape with its timeless roar, and only the magic and the
sweat of the past remain.
The authors would like to thank the following people for their contributions of time, ideas, photographs and inspiration,
which made this story possible.
Ralph and Esther Bean
Joe Spacek
Ray Scaramella
Norma Combes
Jackie O’Conner
Fred and Lois Holmes
Carl Force
Kathy and Leroy Perry

Jennifer Pronsolino
Frank Spacek
Gary and Marie Ohleyer
Lester Giacomini
Jim Diamantine
Ed Brodjeski
Steve Holmes
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TEN YEARS AGO
By Bobbie Yokum
In the latter part of 1995, Roots acquired a vintage diesel-electric locomotive as a donation from
the collection of Chris Baldo. The locomotive is the former California Western Railroad (CWR) #53,
which was built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works at their Eddystone, Pennsylvania plant in August,
1949. The serial number, DS4-4-1000, means Diesel Switcher with 4 wheels, all(4) powered, and 1000
horsepower.
The Baldwin Locomotive Works, founded in 1831, was the largest, longest-lived, and most successful of the steam locomotive builders, and from the early years of the 20th century Baldwin had a relationship with the Westinghouse Electric Company to build electric locomotives. Electrification was expensive, but for mountainous terrain it could pay for itself, and, in addition, some cities were banning the
steam locomotive because of its pollution and the propensity for accidents in smoke-choked terminals.
Baldwin built or subcontracted out the bodywork and running gear, and Westinghouse built the electrical
gear. Baldwin produced small gas-mechanical internal combustion engine locomotives from about 1910 to
1928, and some experimental diesel locomotives. The latter, like the electric locomotives, used the

CWR #53 with caboose

Westinghouse electrical gear in a diesel-electric configuration. In 1939, Baldwin began to sell a standard
line of diesel switchers, and in 1945, a line of road diesels. In 1950, Baldwin merged with Lima-Hamilton
to become Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corporation (BLH). In 1953, Westinghouse pulled out of the heavy
traction equipment market and Baldwin did not last much longer. Some late equipment used General Electric electrical equipment, but the BLH Corporation built its last common carrier size locomotive in 1956.
Between the years 1946 and 1949 there were 56 DS4-4-1000 (sometimes referred to as the S-10
model) locomotives produced. The locomotive has a one piece frame fabricated by Baldwin. The main
engine is a four cycle, six cylinder turbo-charged design, turning a 600 volt main generator, which in turn
powers the four traction motors on the axles. The locomotive weighs 235,000 pounds and has a traction
effort of 58,750 pounds. The CWR equipped the engine with a unique feature: water tanks and sprays for
rail lubrication on the sharp curves between Willits and Fort Bragg. Locomotive 53 was built for the U.S.
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Army Corps of Engineers who numbered it W8380. Number 8380 worked on various army bases
around the western U.S. until 1956 when it was purchased by a dealer, Pan American Engineering. They
sold the locomotive to CWR , and its number was changed to 53. The locomotive worked with three
other Baldwins, S/N 51, S/N 52 and S/N 54, until about mid-1980.
Of interest is the story by John Bradley, Roots volunteer, in the Vol. 14, No.1 Roots Newsletter.
The four locomotives were typically run as a foursome. On the evening of January 14th, 1970, #53 was
left in the shop for a minor repair. #51, #52, and #54 departed Fort Bragg shortly after 5:00 PM on the
railroad’s regular nightly freight train for the Northwestern Pacific Railroad connection at Willits. The
engines pulled 27 cars in tow, and the 89 mile round trip usually took from 12 to 15 hours to complete.
Doubling at Shake City, 26.8 miles from Fort Bragg and at an elevation of 560 feet, half the train
was left behind to facilitate the steep climb to Summit Station at the east portal of Tunnel Two.
“Doubling” in railroad terminology means two trips are necessary. Summit Station is 35.4 miles from
Fort Bragg at 1749 feet elevation, and it is on this portion of the railroad that eight and one-half miles of
track are needed to gain a distance of a mile and a half.
When they reached Summit Station, they “set out” the first half of the train, pulling it onto the
siding. The three locomotives were on the main line, ready to return for the remainder of the train, when
the brakes failed, or “bled off”. They were on the east side of the summit, the downhill side headed for
Willits, when they began rolling. According to press releases at the time, both the engineer and foreman
jumped from the runaway diesels, suffering minor injuries. The remainder of the train crew, the conductor and brakeman, were securing the brakes on the cars set out on the siding and therefore were not on
board the locomotives at the time of the runaway.
The engines rolled 0.9 miles reaching a speed of 60 miles per hour, before derailing on a curve,
sliding against a bank in a cut and coming to rest more or less upright. The cab of locomotive #54 is still
visible today (2005) below the track - - - - if you know where to look between mileposts 36 and 37.
Considerable damage was done to the units; they were all parted out and scrapped.

California Western Locomotive #53 on a siding prior to moving to Willits.
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Following 19 hours of work, repair crews completed a “shoofly” around the wrecks, and the railroad was reopened. The remaining diesel, #53, and a borrowed SP SD-O #3806, were used after the derailment. No. 53 operated from Fort Bragg to the summit, and #3806 pulled from the summit to Willits. The
NWP Steam Wrecking Hook was brought from Eureka to re-rail the locomotives and clean up the site.
The railroad eventually bought former SP Baldwin #1541 and numbered it #57. It also purchased
McCloud Railroad’s two Baldwin RS-12 locomotives that were numbered CWR #55 and #56.
Number 53 sat on the old Ten Mile siding in Fort Bragg until November,1984 when John Bradley
rescued the locomotive from the scrappers. Included in the sale was the condition that John could use the
Fort Bragg Roundhouse and the assistance of the CWR crew to return the locomotive to operating condition. The repairs took about a month and included changing all the cylinder heads, removing and replacing
all four wheel-traction motor sets, and trying to find and cure many electrical problems.
The locomotive was then moved to Willits and transferred to the new Eureka Southern Railroad at
Dos Rios for eventual work train use. The work train was never implemented because the railroad went
into bankruptcy. The engine also suffered some unresolved electrical problems. When the railroad reopened in early 1986, the engine was moved back to Willits for storage. During its retirement there were
some modifications made to upgrade #53. The batteries were all changed out. A pre-lube lubrication system was installed. Injection pumps were rebuilt and there were many other miscellaneous repairs.
Chris Baldo bought the locomotive from John Bradley in 1993 and subsequently donated it to
Roots of Motive Power TEN YEARS AGO. The locomotive is currently stored at Willits Redwood Company and will eventually be moved to the Roots Display Facility.
This story also includes material from a story by John Bradley in the Roots Newsletter Vol. 14, No. 1

For more
than a century the name
BALDWIN
has been synonymous with
the word locomotive - - - And so go the
words in this
ad that appeared a number of years
ago in a trade
magazine.
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NO “JUST PLAYING TRAIN” ON THESE RAILS
Jim Wrinn, Editor, TRAINS MAGAZINE
A lot of people who are interested in railroads nonetheless ignore museum and scenic railroads.
Some of them aren’t interested in history or preservation. They see the short line, the Class I, and the regional railroad as “real railroading” and the tourist roads as “just playing train.” But tourist railroading isn’t so far away from bigger counterparts in many respects.
For starters, it has to earn a profit to keep going. Every tourist railway operator, with or without
government backing, works hard to fill seats. Train crews must be vigilant, whether they are on a Class I
or a tourist line. Deal with a balky lifting injector on a steam locomotive once, and the experience will install reverence among the fearless. As the water level drops lower in the sight glass, you grow concerned:
nobody wants a boiler explosion. The moment you feel the injector propel water into a thirsty boiler,
you’re relieved. Real world economics aren’t suspended because railroading is supposed to be fun for passengers. Life and death safety concerns exist for all train crews.
There’s also another side to tourist railroading’s importance, and it’s vital for those who either earn
a living in contemporary railroading or those who appreciate it. In a day when it’s more difficult than ever
to make a personal contact with railroading and railroaders, tourist railroading is one of the ways the public learns about the industry. A day enjoyed on the steam-hauled Grand Canyon tourist line can spark a
desire to learn about BNSF stack trains paralleling Interstate 40 across northern Arizona.
The first contact with railroading for some can be as simple as a GE 50-tonner shuffling through a
marsh with a couple of open-window coaches and a flatcar, like Minnesota’s Lake Superior and Mississippi Railroad. It’s not out of line to think that such an introduction might lead one day to a decision to hire
out on the like of CN. More than one tourist road has produced its share of dedicated railroaders.
So, the next time someone dismisses tourist railroading, remember this: it’s as real as cash in the
fare box, or the lack of it; as powerful, and potentially as deadly as 186 lbs. of steam per square inch behind half-inch thick boilerplate; and strong enough to launch an individual on the pathway to a career in
railroading.
Reprinted with permission of Kalmbach Publishing Company.

The Roots of Motive Power “Tourist Railroad” in action at the Modeler’s Meet.
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Sharon Kitts photo

BAGGAGE CART RESTORED
By Bruce Evans
Baggage carts were one of the utilitarian devices used by almost all railroads to move goods and
luggage around their depots. They received little more attention than the broom in the corner, but without
them, the expediency of railroad freight service would have been severely compromised.
From the beginning of railroading in America in the 1830s, there was the need for getting a passenger’s luggage, or a store owner’s goods, to and from the trains. Hand trucks, motorized trucks, conveyors,
loading docks and more were utilized in the transfer of everything that went on or off a train. But the baggage cart was perhaps the most common of these forms of transfer. There were literally thousands of baggage carts in existence throughout the heyday of railroading. In addition to the railroads,’ baggage carts
were owned and operated by transportation companies such as Wells Fargo and Railway Express, and these carts would sit beside those of the railroads’. Hand powered carts gave way to motorized carts, or trailers pulled by a variety of motorized vehicles. Even today, baggage carts can be found at stations serving
Amtrak's trains.
Because baggage carts took a back seat to the trains themselves, little has been recorded of them,
and few photographs specifically highlighting the carts have been taken. If they appeared in photographs
at all, it was to show the crews doing their work of expediting goods, or they were seen sitting on a platform in a depot shot.
Roots of Motive Power acquired their Southern Pacific baggage cart around 1987 through a generous donation by Bert Rudolph. Mr. Rudolph had reportedly purchased it from the Northwestern Pacific
Railroad, and at the time it had been in use at the Willits Depot. Little else is known of the history of this
cart, however Roots records indicate that it may have been used by a maintenance-of-way firm called the
Big Hook Crane Company which operated on the NWP out of Willits. It is surmised that the baggage cart
was used at the Willits Depot prior to going into maintenance-of-way service. It was given the number
7172 - the significance of which is unknown. Railroads appear to have not commonly numbered their
baggage carts, unless it was a local thing when many carts were in use at a specific depot.
Baggage carts (or wagons) of this type were around depots for most of the 20th century. When this
cart was built is not known, but it was likely sometime around the first quarter of the century. A metal tag
affixed to a beam on the frame indicates that the cart was rebuilt in November of 1953.
In June of 2004, Bruce Evans and Jeff Millerick agreed upon a plan to restore the Roots baggage
cart. Jeff and brother Don had years earlier performed the professional restoration of an NWP baggage
cart, which is presently on display in the Mendocino County Museum Engine House. Jeff and Don took
the cart to their shop in Sebastopol in preparation for the work, and Bruce got the approval of the Roots
Board of Directors to perform the restoration. As the project started, the baggage cart was literally falling
BEFORE: The Roots baggage cart was in
sad shape as it sat in the Millerick yard in
Sebastopol ready for disassembly. Most of
the sides had fallen off during movement,
and metalwork had been collected and
stored to prevent further loss.

Bruce Evans photo
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apart. The wood had rotted to the point that too much jostling would cause pieces to fall off. And the
metalwork, while mostly still present, was rusted and corroded.
Over the next eight months, plans were laid, parts were reproduced, wood was cut, and metal was
cleaned. Jeff and Don concentrated on sandblasting and priming the metal, as well as procuring nuts and
bolts that required replacement. Bruce took on the task of reproducing all of the woodwork, which necessitated following patterns and measurements made from the NWP baggage cart. Most of the replacement
wood was recycled lumber, which was considerably less expensive, but also dimensionally stable. The
Jeff Millerick stands with the
framework of the baggage cart
after sandblasting, priming
and the first coat of SP orange
paint.

Bruce Evans photo

Board of Directors had indicated that the cart should be restored to its original Southern Pacific ownership colors. Research was conducted to locate the colors and lettering from such a cart, with little luck.
The color was relatively easy - - SP orange. But a little discretion was practiced in the lettering to identify the cart as coming from the NWP in Willits, along with the application of Southern Pacific Sunset logos to help catch the eye. Russ Clover of Clover House (model railroad decals) in Sebastopol created the
Bruce Evans is in his home
workshop ready to mill some
of the recycled wood that
will be turned into the various components of the baggage cart.

Bruce Evans photo
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lettering and had it produced into stencils for easy application. Bruce had the SP logos custom-made in Oregon.
By February the cart had been restored, and was delivered in March of this year. It is prominently
displayed in the Engine House, and even carries luggage and trunks donated by Mike Holland of Fieldbrook, Humboldt County.
Thanks for this restoration project go to the Millerick Brothers, who donated over $600 in materials
and supplies, and to the Roots members who donated $825 through the Board approval of the project. Bruce
Evans put in another $300 worth of lettering, logos and materials. The value of the project would double if
one were to count the labor that went into the project - nearly 200 hours between the Millericks and Bruce
Evans.
So another piece of history returns to us, to educate and please crowds for many years to come.

Sitting resplendent in the Engine House of the Mendocino County Museum, the restored baggage cart is a
bright spot in an otherwise dark room. The professionalism of the restoration is apparent in all aspects of the
cart, and Roots of Motive Power can be proud to have it on display.

Bruce Evans photo
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RESEARCH LIBRARY
By Bruce Evans, Librarian
The Roots Research Library has been a beehive of activity in the last few months, at least on Thursdays.
Our docents, Hanna Burkhardt, Gloria Kouris, Dorothy Roediger, Ruth Rockefeller and Bobbie
Yokum, have been busy with the cataloging of books. Until a few months ago, all of the books had been
cataloged by the Librarian. But the ladies have received training on the cataloging software program, and
are now doing much of the work themselves. Hanna and Bobbie catalog on the computer, and Gloria, Dorothy and Ruth pre-catalog, which saves considerable time.
We’ve now cataloged over 1,400 items. These items include artifacts such as the link motion demonstrators, several dozen maps, documents, magazines and other items such as well over 1,200 books.
With this progress, we are continuing to close in on a critical point that has been a goal of the library since
its inception. That would be the printing of spine labels, the attachment of those labels to the cataloged
items, the printing of catalog cards, and the reorganization of items by their cataloged numbers.
This might sound technical, but it is necessary so that we can help you easily locate the books and
items you’re trying to find. At present, we have a general idea where to look, but it’s happenstance to quickly spot the book we want, or to determine if the book even exists. With the spine labels and catalog cards,
we’ll be able to find the book or item by going directly to its numerical location on the shelves. And as
we’ve mentioned before, our computer cataloging will permit us to conduct searches for information by a
variety of parameters including book title, author, publisher, and especially by subject.
In the last Newsletter, we made brief mention that we had just received a large donation of books
from Rogan Coombs. The final tally was 508 items, including books, magazines, periodicals, print and other items. He even donated a pair of tie measuring sticks. A more recent donation by Rogan is a wonderful
model (“G” gauge I think) of the Caspar and South Fork Railroad’s (C&SFE) SAMPSON. This locomotive
was an articulated 2-6-6-2 which served from 1924 until scrapped in 1958. It was green and gold when delivered, and would work on 35-degree curves and 6% grades. The use of articulated steam locomotives on
isolated logging railroads was a rarity for which the C&SFE was well known.
We’re looking into selling many of our duplicate books to raise funds for the operation of the Library. Many of the books Rogan donated are duplicates, and he has given us the OK to do with them as we
see fit. Hopefully, by the Roots Festival in September, we will have a plan together for offering these books
on logging and railroading to our members.
Our docents continue to offer guided tours of the Engine House collection, which changes on an irregular basis. Mason County #7 was pulled out for work in March, and was replaced by the Bluestone Mining Heisler. Then the Heisler was pulled out and The Pacific Lumber Company speeder moved in. Another
recent addition to the Engine House has been the restored Southern Pacific baggage cart.
It’s gratifying to be able to use some of the technical books in the Library for work on equipment at
Roots . Being able to reference materials and answer questions was the primary purpose of the Library, and
it’s rewarding to be able to put this purpose into practice.
Finally, we’re pleased to report that we’ve been awarded a small grant by the Community Foundation of Mendocino County. The Foundation received 75 applications, and only a very few received grants.
This grant will permit us to purchase two additional bookcases, to help alleviate the lack of shelf space for
our ever-growing collection of books. The Community Foundation has been very supportive of non-profit
organizations in Mendocino County, and we thank them for their generosity and support for our Research
Library.
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MOVEABLE TRAINING BOOKS, AND AN EXQUISITE CATALOG
Book Reviews, by Bruce Evans, Librarian
Books, documents and artifacts continue to roll into Roots Research Library. But in the past few
months, two stand out as unusual and exceptional. We’ll review both here, but to really appreciate these
two, you will need to come into the Library and view them in person.
First is another in a long string of donations by Chris Baldo. Chris has made numerous donations
of both books and artifacts, now numbering nearly 600 items.
When I was a child of eight or nine, some 50 years ago, I remember a book that had pages that
opened up to reveal animals and trucks and things, with parts that you could actually move on that page.
Remember those? What Chris has bestowed upon us is the early-day professional version of that type of
book.
This 10 x 12 book looks much like a photo album from the outside, with no lettering or hint of
what’s inside. It only has 15 pages including the face sheet and blanks, all of which are on heavy card
stock. On the face sheet page is a paste-on label in the center which identifies the book as the X-Series of
“Cardboard Models of Simple Steam Engines.” There are two paragraphs of instructions on how to use the
book, and the names of the two authors: T. Jones and T.G. Jones. There is no publication date, but it is obviously from a period around 1900. What the pages consist of are colored renditions several types of steam
engines and valves, from simple to double cylinder to compound. Attached to these renditions with brass
pins are cardboard representations of the moving parts: slide valves, pistons and rods, cranks. Also on the
pages are circular scales which can be used to show the position of the crank and piston relative to each
other during the cycle.
The fun part of this book is to move the slides and pistons and such and see the different things that
happen during the operating cycles. This is the book version of a mechanical link motion demonstrator (of
which Chris has donated several). It is hard to keep in mind that this is a serious tool. Early steam engineers would have to know all of these movements before they would be trusted with their employer’s
equipment.
The second book comes to us through the generosity of the Fort Bragg-Mendocino Coast Historical Society. Russ and Sylvia Bartley head up this organization, and have been instrumental in preserving
many of the original documents from the early Fort Bragg area and, specifically, the Union Lumber Company. They have made donations of items from their society’s collections that fit ideally into our Library.
The Bartleys also head up the Mendocino County Heritage Network of which Roots is a member.
The book they have donated is one that was used by the Union Lumber Company, and is dated
1911. In contrast to the 15 pages mentioned above, it is a weighty 1,421 pages in 9 x 12 format. This is
Catalog 127 of the Adams and Westlake Company. It is titled “Adlake Trimmings for Railway Cars and
Steamships.” Adlake (a contraction of Adams and Westlake) was a major producer of hardware of all
types for rail and shipping, and is still in business today. They also made specialized tools and items used
by these transportation services, such as lanterns, locomotive headlights and ship beacons, railroad switch
locks and such.
But their forte was in ornate hardware such as hinges, latches, hooks, racks, door stops and the
like. And ornate they were! We have all seen old brass door knobs and hinges with exquisite scrolls and
figures. This book is full of such items, and it is truly a view into a time when artistry in transportation elegance held no bounds. In these pages are the handles and wash basins, the hat racks and sash glass that
decorated every corner of the name trains of the early twentieth century. These contrivances would have
been at home on the Broadway Limited and Twentieth Century. They would have graced private cars,
business cars, and the finest varnish America had to offer. But they would also appear in some form in almost every railroad car to roll on American tracks in the twentieth century.
As a side note, this book is signed by the former owner, Matt Markkula. The Bartleys have been
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able to offer us some history on this former Fort Bragg localite. Matt Markkula worked at Union Lumber
Company in the first quarter of the twentieth century. Exactly what his title was, we don’t know, but he
invented a device to hold logs on the bobcars. He applied to the U.S. Patent Office for a patent, but so far
as is known, no patent was granted in his name. It is always possible that Union Lumber Company got the
patent for Markkula’s device, or that a new system replaced bobcars at that time and made his invention
irrelevant. Matt Markkula also built a fine Arts and Crafts house in Fort Bragg which was recently featured in a pictorial on American Bungalow architecture.
Both of the above books are fine additions to Roots library, and join many other rare and interesting volumes. The library is open Thursday afternoons for your enjoyment. Feel free to come in and chat,
or browse the rapidly filling shelves (or maybe “wish” an order from the Adlake catalog).

Here are a pair of
sample pages
(partial) from the
Adlake catalog.
The top is part of a
page of locks, and
you can see that
they are quite ornate. The bottom is
part of a page of a
more pedestrian
item, bur one quite
necessary for travelers.
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OLD “BUTTERMILK”
Washington Iron Works Estep Diesel Yarder
By Newton Townsend
Roots of Motive Power occasionally receives letters from individuals applauding us for our restoration efforts,
which help to spur us on when the fingernails are worn to the quick. It is rare, however, to receive so eloquent a letter as
this one from Newton Townsend of Woodburn, Oregon, which we reprint in its entirety . Newt lived in Willits for three
years and worked for Paint-O-Matic in product development before moving to Oregon a few years ago.
I think the first time I saw Old Buttermilk was when I was thirteen or fourteen years old at Simpson Timber Co’s (Simpson Logging Company at that time) Camp 3, Shelton, Washington. The old logging camp was located in tiny West Lake near the South Fork of the Skokomish River which drained a
portion of the southern Olympic Mountains. It was beautiful country at that time, covered with old growth
Douglas Fir, Cedar, Hemlock and the many other kinds of trees that grew in the Puget Sound country.
That time was 1931 or 32 and the depression was in full swing. Dad was a logger at the time because that
was about the only kind of work available.
The old Washington high lead logging yarder wasn’t so old back then. But it was unique for the
simple reason that it was not powered by the usual steam boiler and engine as were most of the donkeys
during those years. Instead it had a big diesel engine mounted behind the yarding drums. The Estep engine
had been originally designed for marine work such as tugs. But Simpson Logging Co. had purchased two
yarders powered by these diesels. One had the engine with six cylinders, which became “Old Buttermilk”
because of the sound of the exhaust; the other yarder was fitted with the eight cylinder Estep engine. The
second machine was sent to Camp 5, about 45 miles west.

The Washington Iron Works Diesel Yarder, as it sits on its railroad car at the Roots facility. This magnificent
machine was donated to Roots by Simpson Timber Company of Shelton, Washington. We will have “Old Buttermilk” operating during the “Roots Festival” on September 10, 2005.
J Wade photo
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Old Buttermilk was not as fast as the steam yarders, but it would out-pull most of them, and if the
whistlepunk wasn’t on the ball to blow the whistle to stop the pull on the main-line at the time of a hang up,
the result was surely a broken choker or main-line.
Henry Rogers was the donkey puncher during most of Old Buttermilk’s yarding years. Henry had
begun working for Simpson Logging Company about 1923 or 24. I remember that the Rogers family had
moved next door to us at Camp 4 on the Wynoochee River. Their daughter, Lorna, was about 2 years of age
and her little brother was almost brand new. I was six at the time. Henry had been educated to teach school
but didn’t like the teaching profession. At least the indoor part of it. He was also a very skilled blacksmith
and mechanic. I don’t know where he picked that up, but he was blacksmith in the camp for awhile and
eventually became donkey puncher.
Old Buttermilk had a lot of different “hook tenders” (the man in charge of that particular logging
crew). Some that I remember were Clyde Townsend, Joe Leonard, and I believe that Vic King was also one
of them. An abundance of “rigging slingers” served during the active years yarding logs. Most of the people
who worked on Old Buttermilk crews during the yarding years have passed away now. I recall that I was a
whistlepunk on the crew in 1937.
I left logging in 1941 to do some shop work and by the end of 1947 I was machine shop foreman in
Simpson’s main machine shop in Shelton. I remember that we installed the extra spotting drum on Old Buttermilk about 1949. The last time I recall seeing the old donkey was in 1958 at which time Old Buttermilk
was sent to the shop for some not too extensive repairs. We didn’t bother to unload her from the railroad car
that hauled her into the shop but did the repair while the old donkey was on the flatcar. After a couple of
days we had finished the repairs and were ready to test run the engine. Louis Durand was the mechanic who
had done the mechanical work on her. In order to start the engine, it was necessary to pump up the air pressure used to rotate the engine for starting. It was also necessary to prime the engine with a little fuel by into
the cylinders. By the time Louis returned a little time had passed so he thought he should prime the engine
again. Which he did. The air pressure was up so he cranked her over. The old engine took off with a tremendous rush. Flames belched out of the exhaust stacks and licked at the shop ceiling and all around the
sprinkler heads and lights. I was fearful that it was good-by machine shop, but fortunately the flames lasted
only a few brief seconds and all we lost was our peace of mind.
Rubber tires, diesel engines and airplanes with windmills have certainly changed the way loggers
accomplish their jobs. From the time of the little Dolbeer donkey to helicopters totals a little over 90 years
and from Old Buttermilk’s active logging years to helicopters is about 40 years.
I’m very happy to know that Old Buttermilk has found a good home at Willits, California. You are
to be congratulated on the fine museum of Roots of Motive Power. I hope that I can be there during some
celebration day when you have all that equipment running. Perhaps Old Buttermilk will be running along
with the rest of the display and I will be listening to sounds that I have not heard in some 30 years or more.
There have been times when I wish I had stayed in Willits to help in the remaking of old memories
into realities. Realities that touched so many lives in such practical ways in the long ago.
I wish you success in each of your restorations.
/s/ Newt
Newton Townsend
585 Arthur St
Woodburn, OR 97071
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6th ANNUAL REDWOOD EMPIRE INDUSTRIAL MODELERS MEET
WILLITS, CALIFORNIA JUNE 10-12 2005
Here are a few photos of the modelers meet that was attended by modelers from all over the Northwest.
One of the highlights of
the Modeler’s Meet was a
tour of Willits Redwood
Company. Here, Jerry
Kitts, meet organizer,
speaks to the crowd. Note
the donkey at the left.

Sharon Kitts photo

Many of the visiting modelers look on as Mason County Locomotive #7 pulls by with the Simpson Fire
Car, a flatcar with redwood logs and the NWP Caboose attached.
Sharon Kitts photo
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Roots of Motive Power’s Mason County #7 passes the Modeler’s Meet sign with a few cars in tow. The Arcata and Mad River Diesel locomotive rests in the background.

Sharon Kitts photo

Many of the visiting modelers wait in the shade of a Roots boxcar as one of the locomotives works in the area
of the engine house. A portion of the Roots unfinished railroad is in the foreground.

Scott Kitts photo
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The Arcata and Mad River #4 pulls a load of logs from the Roots Work Facility, with the Mason County in
the rear. To the immediate left is the Clyde Track Layer, with a portion of the Tournocrane further left.

Sharon Kitts photo

Mason County #7 and the Roots collection of yarders as seen from the Arcata diesel.
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Sharon Kitts photo

TOP: A seminar by John McKenzie on how to make model trees for railroad exhibits.
ABOVE: A Willamette Iron and Steel Works 3-drum loader is admired by meet attendees.

Sharon Kitts photos
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One of the big attractions for any meeting of those interested in a field are the vendors who have materials
and expertise that can be available to both experienced members and newcomers for their endeavors. These
photos are representative of several purveyors of modeling equipment and supplies for the meet.

Scott Kitts photos
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Roots locomotive Mason County #7 with a load of rails, the Simpson Fire car and the NWP Caboose chugs
toward the Engine House on the final run of the day. The Arcata and Mad River #4 locomotive waits on
the siding to the right.
Scott Kitts photo

A happy and satisfied group of modelers enjoys a superlative BBQ prepared by Bobbie and Jim Yokum and
Bob Baechtel, as they review the weekends events under a warm sun with the eastern foothills in the background.

Scott Kitts photo
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